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	Get empowered and take control of your personal finances with Mint.com!


	Mint.com is a free Web-based personal financial management service that helps you set up your day-to-day finances and track bank, credit card, investment, and loan transactions through a single Web site that is accessible anytime, anywhere in the world that you can access through the Internet. This fun and friendly guide arms you with expert advice for managing your bills, following where your money is going, developing a budget, paying off loans, saving for a house or car, maximizing investments, managing retirement savings, and more. The straightforward and easy-to-understand Dummies writing style shows you how to use Mint.com to get your finances organized—and keep them that way.

	
		Introduces you to Mint.com, the free personal online finance management service that helps you set up and track your day-to-day finances
	
		Walks you through the steps for creating a budget based on your current spending habits or creating a budget with goals in mind (saving for a new home or car, paying off college loans early, having a comfortable retirement, etc.)
	
		Tells you everything you need to do to track bank, credit card, investments, loan transactions and manage your bills
	
		Shows you how to import and export tax information from Mint.com, including the tax software packages that make it the easiest
	
		Includes handy checklists, expert tips, invaluable advice, and helpful warnings throughout



	Mint.com For Dummies helps you get your daily finances in mint condition!
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Android Quick APIs ReferenceApress, 2015

	The Android Quick APIs Reference is a condensed code and APIs reference for the new Google Android 5.0 SDK. It presents the essential Android APIs in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy reference.


	You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated samples, drawn out history lessons, or witty stories in this...
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User Stories Applied: For Agile Software Development (Addison-Wesley Signature Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
Thoroughly reviewed and eagerly anticipated by the agile community, User Stories Applied offers a requirements process that saves time, eliminates rework, and leads directly to better software.
The best way to build software that meets users' needs is to begin with "user stories": simple, clear, brief descriptions of...
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Learning Selenium Testing Tools - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of Selenium to build your own real-time test cases from scratch


	About This Book

	
		Build automated scripts and develop Test Automation Frameworks using the Selenium WebDriver tool
	
		Automate tests to ensure error free, quality software
	
		A comprehensive guide...
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Encyclopedia of the World's Endangered Languages (Routledge Language Family Series)Routledge, 2007
Knowledge of the world's languages has never been more comprehensive than it is today; yet never have so many been threatened by extinction. Defining as endangered those languages in which older speakers are failing--for whatever reason--to pass on their native speech to younger generations, this encyclopedia is the first to catalog and describe...
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Tablet PCs for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Is that Tablet PC you just bought, or are planning to buy, a great tool or just a cool toy? This book tells all! Get the scoop on different types and models, discover Table PC’s unique built-in software, and find out all the terrific things Tablet PC can do—plus how to make it do them.\

Is that Tablet PC you just bought, or...
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Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Sheds, 3rd Edition: Design & Build a Shed: - Complete Plans - Step-by-Step How-To (Black & Decker Complete Guide)Cool Springs Press, 2017

	
		Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Sheds has the perfect plan for anyone who is building his or her own tool shed, habitable shed, and many more.

	
		The most popular plans from previous editions are preserved, from small garage-style sheds with overhead doors, to kit sheds, to...
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